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Abstract. Quasi-solid electrolytes based on silica nanopowder are well known in literature and these electrolytes are
able to match in performance with that of liquid electrolytes. However, contrasting results are observed in literature
regarding stability of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) with most of the reported articles projecting silica-loaded quasisolid electrolyte-based cells as a stable alternative to liquid electrolyte-based cells, while a few others contradicting the
same. The present study demonstrates the effect of ageing under heat (60°C) and illumination on the performance of liquid
electrolyte and silica-loaded electrolyte-based DSSCs. It has been observed that DSSC based on silica-loaded electrolyte
are less stable than DSSC based on liquid electrolyte even though independent study on both electrolytes by thermal
analysis shows silica-loaded electrolyte to be more stable than liquid electrolyte. Segregation of silica in electrolyte has
been confirmed through cryo-field emission gun-scanning electron microscopy. Zeta potential measurements show that
ions are desorbed from the surface of silica on ageing under heat and illumination.
Keywords. Dye-sensitized solar cell; heat; ageing; thermal analysis; zeta potential; cryo-field emission gun-scanning
electron microscope.

1.

Introduction

The state of the art of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) is
cells with 13% efficiency and such high efficiencies are
mostly attained by liquid electrolytes [1–4]. However, the
achievement of long term stability in DSSCs remains a key
concern of the scientific community as the use of liquid
electrolyte increases the probability of deterioration in cell
performance with time due to volatilization of solvent. To
mitigate the problem, quasi-solid electrolytes are being
developed. Quasi-solid electrolytes contain polymer [5] or
nanopowder [6] as gelator in addition to liquid electrolyte.
The network structure of polymer or voids in nanopowder
capture the liquid and hence, delay the process of solvent
volatilization. The process of gelation by nanopowder is
devoid of heat and initiator as compared to polymer and
hence, it is relatively simple. Use of several nanopowders
like oxides-silica [7], titania [8], and carbon materials—
carbon black and carbon nanotubes [8] have been reported
in literature. In nanopowder-based gel electrolytes based on
silica, titania etc., in addition to the solvent retention, the
charge transfer process is also facilitated. Cations from the
liquid electrolyte get adsorbed onto the surface of silica or
titania nanopowder due to the negative surface charge on

such powders in liquid electrolyte. Anions (iodide/triiodide)
are held to the cations by electrostatic force in an ordered
manner, which promotes the exchange of electrons through
hopping [7]. Hence, the charge transport process is almost
similar to liquid electrolyte even though the addition of
silica to liquid electrolyte retards the diffusion process of
ions through the electrolyte.
Considering the actual operation of cell in outdoor conditions, it is important for the cell to provide stable performance over time. Reports in literature on DSSCs based on
5 wt% silica nanopowder-loaded organic solvent-based gel
electrolyte shows only 10% decrease in performance for
Z-907 sensitized cell by ageing at 80°C over 30 days [9]. In
case of ionic liquid-based electrolyte containing silica and
Z-907 as sensitizer, 20% drop in performance is observed
during 1000 h of ageing under dark at 60°C [10]. Contrasting result has been reported by Han et al, where the
performance of DSSC having N719 dye with 7 wt% silicaloaded 3-methoxypropionitrile (MPN) solvent-based electrolyte decreased to \20% of its initial value of efficiency
within 100 h of ageing under 1 sun condition and ambient
temperature [11]. In contrast, the liquid electrolyte-based
cell showed \5% decrease in efficiency as compared to its
initial value. Even though stability studies have been carried
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out by several groups on nanoparticle-loaded electrolytebased DSSCs with some contrasting results, analysis of such
results is not available. The present study compares the
performance of liquid electrolyte and silica-loaded electrolyte-based DSSCs upon ageing under heat (60°C) and
illumination (H–I) in short circuit condition along with
investigation on silica-loaded electrolyte behaviour upon
ageing.

2.
2.1

Experimental
Fabrication of DSSCs

Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates (TEC7,
sheet resistance 8–9 X sq-1, Pilkington), TiO2 nanopowder
(P25, Degussa), polyethylene glycol (Mw = 600) (PEG 600)
(Thomas Baker), N3 dye (Dyesol) and ethyl alcohol (AR,
Changshu Yangyuan Chemical) were used to fabricate
DSSCs. Titania slurry used for fabricating photoanodes was
prepared by roller milling TiO2 nanopowder, PEG 600 and
ethanol for 24 h. Then, Slurry was coated onto cleaned
FTO–glass substrates and sintering was carried out at 450°C
for 1 h. Then electrodes were cooled to 80°C and dipped
into 0.3 mM solution of N3 dye in ethanol. After 24 h,
electrodes were taken out of dye solution and rinsed with
ethanol and dried.
The platinum nanoparticle sol to prepare counter electrode was synthesized using hexachloroplatinic acid hexahydrate (Puriss, Spectrochem), polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) K30 (Puriss, Spectrochem) and 1-propanol (Synthesis grade, Merck). First, 1.44 g of PVP was dissolved in
60 ml of 1-propanol by stirring and then, 6 ml of 6 mM
platinum precursor solution in distilled water was added to
it. The solution was stirred for 15 min and then, refluxed at
110°C for 1 h. Colour of the solution changed to black
indicating formation of platinum nanoparticles. Prior to the
preparation of counter electrode, two holes were drilled on
each FTO–glass. After cleaning, the substrates were dipped
in platinum nanoparticulate suspension for 10 min. Then
electrodes were heated at 450°C for 1 h in air to remove
organics.
For sealing both the electrodes together, a 25-micron
spacer (SX1170-25PF, Solaronix) was used and the
assembly with binder clips was heated at 115°C for 15 min.
Liquid electrolyte was prepared using 1-methyl-3-propylimidazolium iodide (PMII) (C98% Aldrich), iodine (LR,
Thomas Baker), 4-tert-butylpyridine (TBP) (96% Aldrich)
and MPN (C98% Aldrich). The composition of liquid
electrolyte was 0.6 M PMII, 0.1 M iodine and 0.5 M TBP
in MPN. For preparation of nanosilica-loaded electrolyte,
5 wt% of silica (Aerosil 200 Degussa) was added to liquid
electrolyte and roller milled for 8 h at 90 rpm using zirconia
grinding media of 2–3 mm diameter. Electrolytes were filled using a pipette into the empty space between electrodes
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through holes. Holes were sealed using cover glass and the
same thermoplastic polymer film is used for electrodes
sealing. Active area of each cell was *1 cm2.

2.2

Characterization

Sealed symmetric cells were prepared using two dip-coated
nanoplatinum-based electrodes. Symmetric cells and
DSSCs were aged under heat (60°C) along with illumination (H–I) from a LED light source (24 W, 3600 Lumens,
Lucifer Lights Ltd.) in short circuit condition. The above
light source was intentionally chosen as it has emission
maxima in the region of visible light absorption maxima of
N3 dye. Both symmetric cells and DSSCs aged at 60°C
were cooled to room temperature before measurements.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of symmetric cells was carried
out using PGSTAT (AUTOLAB 302N) at a scan rate of
10 mV s-1 from -1 to ?1 V and impedance measurements
were calculated over frequency range of 0.1 MHz–0.1 Hz
with an amplitude of 10 mV. The measurements were
carried out to electrochemically characterize the prepared
electrolytes. CV of fresh dip-coated platinum electrode and
electrodes obtained from symmetric cells after ageing were
carried out at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1 from -0.6 to ?1.2 V
in the electrolyte solution composed of 5 mM LiI (Anhydrous, Merck), 0.5 mM iodine (LR, Thomas Baker) and
0.1 M LiClO4 (99.99%, Aldrich) in acetonitrile (GR, Merck). Platinum wire was used as counter electrode and reference electrode was Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl). Photocurrent–
voltage (I–V) characteristics of DSSCs were determined
using a Keithley model 2420 source measure unit. A 150W
xenon lamp on a Newport solar simulator with AM 1.5 G
was used for illuminating the cells. Impedance measurements on DSSCs were carried out over frequency range
from 0.1 MHz to 0.1 Hz with an amplitude of 10 mV at
open circuit potential under illumination or at -0.75 V bias
potential under dark condition for electrochemical characterization of DSSCs. Thermal analysis of electrolytes was
carried out in flowing air by SDT Q600 (TA Instruments) to
evaluate the thermal stability of electrolyte. After certain
ageing period, symmetric cells and DSSCs were disassembled and components were characterized. To observe the
stability of phases in silica-loaded electrolyte, the electrolyte was aged under H–I condition for 2 days. The
duration of 2 days was chosen based on earlier observation
by Han et al [11] that within 2–3 days, the performance of
DSSCs fabricated with nanoparticle-loaded electrolyte
reduces drastically. Then, the electrolyte was frozen using
liquid nitrogen. Morphology of such samples was observed
under cryo-field emission gun-scanning electron microscope (Cryo-FEG-SEM, JEOL JSM-7600F). Silica-based
diluted suspension (0.05 vol% silica) containing similar
mass ratio of redox electrolyte to silica as in silica-based
electrolyte, was prepared. Solvent (MPN) was used for the
dilution of the sample. The prepared dilute suspension was
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divided into two parts. One part was stored under ambient
condition and other was aged under H–I condition. Zeta
potential measurements of suspensions were carried out
using low concentration flow cell of Delsa Nano C (Beckman Coulter).

3.

Results and discussion

From figure 1, it can be observed that with ageing time,
decrease in limiting current density and increase in charge
transfer resistance at electrode/electrolyte interface is more
in silica-loaded electrolyte-based symmetric cell as compared to liquid electrolyte-based symmetric cell. It is known
that the observed changes in symmetric cell with liquid
electrolyte as reported above are due to platinum dissolution
[12,13]. Thus, platinum dissolution could be attributed as a
cause for the degradation observed in cells based on silicaloaded electrolyte. The possibility of platinum dissolution is

Figure 1. Variations in parameters of symmetric cells containing
liquid electrolyte and silica-loaded electrolyte with ageing under
H–I condition: (a) limiting current and (b) charge transfer
resistance. Cyclic voltammograms of electrodes obtained from
both the symmetric cells are shown in (c), where the inset plot is
for a fresh electrode.

Figure 2. Cryo-FEG-SEM images of silica loaded electrolytes
(a) stored at ambient condition for 2 days and (b) aged under H–I
condition for 2 days.
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Figure 3. Probable mechanism of phase separation in silica-loaded electrolyte aged under H–I
condition.

Figure 4. Suspension aged for 7 days under (a) ambient condition and (b) under H–I condition. Grinding media are present in
bottle (a).

supported by the observed lower catalytic activity for the
electrodes obtained after ageing for 51 days from the
symmetric cells based on silica-loaded and liquid electrolyte-based cells, respectively. Besides degradation of dipcoated platinum counter electrode, the following possibilities based on preliminary observations are considered. In
silica-loaded electrolyte, phase separation or aggregation of
silica nanoparticles may occur with time under the selected
ageing conditions, which adds to the observed deterioration.
This may cause increase in physical separation between
silica particles, which are part of different agglomerates.
Hence, charge transport in silica-based electrolyte is likely
to deteriorate as contact between particles is essential for

electron hopping to take place. Apart from such factors,
blockage of electrode surface by silica (partially or fully)
making it devoid of ions may lead to decrease in the
performance.
To investigate phase stability in silica-loaded electrolyte,
the electrolyte was subjected to H–I condition for 2 days
and Cryo-FEG-SEM analysis of samples without and with
ageing were carried out. Figure 2 shows the Cryo-FEGSEM images of such samples. For ambient condition-stored
electrolyte, silica particles surrounded by liquid electrolyte
are prominently observed (figure 2a). However, for the
electrolyte subjected to H–I condition, segregation of silica
particles leading to non-uniform distribution of aggregated
silica in the liquid electrolyte are observed (figure 2b).
Ueno et al [14] have studied the stability of bare- and
polymer-grafted silica nanoparticles in ionic liquid and
discussed about the electrostatic and steric stabilization.
Their evidence suggested the inefficiency of electrostatic
effect to stabilize the nanoparticles in ionic liquid. Hence, in
the present study, it is suspected that the aggregation of
silica in electrolyte subjected to H–I condition may have
been caused by enhancement in the desorption of the previously adsorbed ionic species onto the surface of silica.
To investigate the possibility of ionic species desorption
from the surface of silica due to ageing under heat and
illumination conditions, zeta potential measurements were
performed on diluted samples. Silica nanopowder when
originally suspended in MPN solvent has zeta potential of
-48.3 mV, which changes to lower negative value due to
adsorption of cations from liquid electrolyte. After 7 days of
ageing under H–I condition, zeta potential of the silica
nanoparticle-based electrolyte changed to -28.0 mV as
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Figure 5. Variations in photovoltaic parameters of liquid electrolyte and silica-loaded electrolyte-based DSSCs with ageing under
H–I conditions: (a) JSC, (b) VOC, (c) fill factor and (d) efficiency. Variations of dark current measured at *500 mV for both conditions
is shown in (e).
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Figure 6. Thermal analysis curves of (a) liquid electrolyte and
(b) silica-loaded electrolyte.

Figure 7. Change in impedance parameters of silica-loaded
electrolyte-based DSSCs with ageing under H–I condition under
(a) illumination at open circuit potential and (b) dark at bias of
-0.75 V.
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compared to -14.4 mV for sample stored under ambient
condition. This increase in zeta potential under H–I condition may be understood as follows. It is believed that illumination has almost negligible role in desorption of ions
and only heat provided during the H–I ageing condition
leads to desorption of the cations, resulting in increment in
zeta potential. Due to such process, phase separation would
occur, which would ultimately lead to poor charge transport
through the silica-loaded electrolyte after ageing under H–I
condition. Schematic of such ionic desorption process is
provided in figure 3. Desorption of ions also led to change
in colour of the suspension aged under heat and illumination
condition, from light yellow to light brown (figure 4).
Parameters obtained from current–voltage characteristics
of liquid and silica-loaded electrolyte-based DSSCs measured under illumination and dark are presented against
ageing time in figure 5. Both liquid electrolyte and silicaloaded electrolyte-based DSSCs show decrease in performance parameters upon ageing. It can be pointed out that
apart from fill factor, which shows almost similar decrease
for both the cells, decrease in JSC, VOC and efficiency was
higher in silica-loaded electrolyte-based cell as compared to
liquid electrolyte-based cell. Maximum change occurs
during the first 15 days and then, the rate of decrease in
performance is relatively slower. As already observed in
symmetric cells, major factor for decrease in performance
in both the DSSCs is dissolution of platinum from counter
electrode as already has been observed from figure 1c.
Hence, the dye regeneration process is affected leading to
poor cell performance. In addition to this, in case of silicaloaded electrolyte, phase separation of silica particles from
liquid electrolyte would result in poor charge transport
through the electrolyte and also at interfaces. Apart from the
counter electrode, dye molecules are also known to undergo
chemical modification, which would also lead to poor cell
performance with time [15]. Dark current varied within
certain range for silica-loaded electrolyte-based DSSC, but
initial decrease upto 45 days and then, increase is observed
for liquid electrolyte-based cell. Still the dark current is
lower in liquid electrolyte-based cell as compared to silicaloaded electrolyte-based cell. In DSSCs, based on silicaloaded electrolyte, the dark current remains almost stable.
Poor stability in silica-loaded electrolyte-based DSSC
due to poor confinement of liquid electrolyte by silica
nanopowders is discarded as the possible reason since
thermal analysis experiment on electrolytes independent of
DSSCs shows better stability for silica-loaded electrolyte as
compared to liquid electrolyte (figure 6). So, as discussed
earlier, probably, phase separation that occurs in silicaloaded electrolyte retards the charge transport and leads to
decrease in cell performance.
Charge transfer across the interfaces of DSSCs in liquid- and silica-loaded electrolytes is also affected by
ageing, which can be observed in figure 7. Increase in
platinum/electrolyte charge transfer resistance (RCT1)
under illumination and open circuit potential is relatively
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more in silica-loaded electrolyte as compared to liquid
electrolyte-based cell. This is probably due to the higher
dissolution of platinum from counter electrode in silicaloaded electrolyte-based DSSC as compared to liquid
electrolyte-based DSSC, which has been observed in
electrodes from symmetric cells after ageing (figure 1c).
However, the titania/electrolyte charge transfer resistance
(RCT2) in silica-loaded electrolyte-based cell initially
dropped and then increased, but still its value was very
much similar to its initial value. In contrast, RCT2 for
liquid electrolyte-based cell increased over time. In silicaloaded electrolyte as anions are linked to adsorbed
cations on silica surface, the titania/electrolyte charge
transfer resistance varies within a narrow range.
Open circuit voltage kept on decreasing with time, so the
measurement condition at open circuit potential would
differ by ageing. Hence, impedance measurements were
carried out under dark at bias potential of -0.75 V. From
figure 7b, it can be observed that the increase in RCT1 and
decrease in RCT2 is relatively more in silica-loaded electrolyte-based cell. Phase separation occurring in silica-loaded electrolyte would increase RCT1. Initially the chemical
capacitance or value of constant phase element (Y0) is
stable for silica-loaded electrolyte-based cell, whereas it
decreases over the ageing period for liquid electrolyte-based
cell. After 60 days, values of Y0 for both the cells decreased
almost upto the same level. The possibility of shift in
conduction band of titania towards negative potential is
discarded as VOC decreased with time. Only explanation
could be extraction of ions from the double layer, which
would decrease the capacitance. In silica-loaded electrolyte
as the ions are initially held on the surface of silica, it is
very much stable for the first 30 days. Due to lack of
experiment on the trap states in both the DSSCs, its contribution towards the capacitance may not be discarded.

4.

Conclusions

Results in contradiction to some of the studies reported in
literature has been obtained in the study focussed on silica-loaded electrolyte-based DSSCs. Silica-loaded electrolyte-based symmetric cell and DSSC have been found
to perform poor than their liquid electrolyte counterparts.
From thermal analysis, it has been observed that silicaloaded electrolyte is more stable than liquid electrolyte.
Hence, silica-loaded electrolyte is able to confine the liquid electrolyte and thus, reduces the evaporation of solvent. However, the poor performance in electrochemical
devices based on silica-loaded electrolyte has been due to
phase separation in silica-loaded electrolyte as confirmed
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by cryo-FEG-SEM analysis of silica-loaded electrolyte
aged under heat and illumination. Basically, heat is
responsible for desorption of ions adsorbed onto the surface of silica particles and thus, causes phase separation.
Apart from phase separation in silica-loaded electrolytebased DSSCs, chemical changes of dye and dissolution of
platinum from counter electrode are responsible for low
stability in both liquid and silica-loaded electrolyte-based
DSSCs.
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